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Impulse Efficiency of Ground Electrodes
Leonid Grcev, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The lightning current waveform has a major influ-
ence on the dynamic performance of ground electrodes. While
high lightning current intensity improves the dynamic grounding
performance due to ionization of the soil, very fast fronted pulses
might worsen the performance in case of inductive behavior. The
previous analysis has often been based on quasistatic approxima-
tion that is not applicable to very fast fronted pulses. To extend
the analysis to fast fronted pulses in this paper, the full-wave
analysis method based on the rigorous electromagnetic-field
theory approach is used. In addition, realistic lightning current
waveforms are applied, which reproduce the observed concave
rising portion of typical recorded lightning current pulses. Based
on the simulation results, new empirical formulas applicable for
slow and very fast fronted lightning current pulses are proposed.
The effects of the ionization of the soil are disregarded; therefore,
the new formulas are applicable for a conservative estimate of the
upper bound of the impulse impedance of ground electrodes.

Index Terms—Frequency response, grounding electrodes, mod-
eling, power system lightning effects, transient response.

I. INTRODUCTION

S IMPLE arrangements of vertical and horizontal ground
electrodes are often used for the lightning protection

system earth termination [1]. Their basic function is to disperse
the lightning current to earth without causing any potential
differences or induced voltages that might endanger people
or damage installations [2]. Grounding systems behavior is
well understood at power frequency and detailed procedures
for their design are widely accepted [3]. However, during
lightning strokes the grounding systems performance might be
quite different, and in some cases it can critically deteriorate
the efficiency of the protection. In spite of the large amount
of work that has been devoted to this subject, there is still no
consensus on how to apply present knowledge to the design
of the actual grounding for better high frequency and dynamic
performance [4]. It is worth noting that the potential rise of
the grounding systems of transformers, poles or lightning pro-
tective devices under the influence of a lightning return stroke
is one of the main sources of overvoltages on the MV and LV
installations [5].

Pioneering but comprehensive work on this subject was con-
ducted in the first half of the twentieth century, which is sum-
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marized by Sunde in the well known reference book [6]. Im-
portant pioneering work is described also in [7] and [8]. More
recent work is summarized in the books [9] and [10]. There is a
lack of carefully documented experimental work of which note-
worthy examples are [11]–[14]. Recently computerized analysis
methods have been developed based on different approaches, for
example, on circuit theory [15]–[19], transmission line theory
[21]–[27], electromagnetic field theory [28]–[37], and hybrid
methods [38]–[40].

On the other hand, simply defined quantities that characterize
deviation of the surge from the power frequency behavior are
required for practical design of grounding systems [1]. Such
quantities must be related to the factors with dominant influ-
ence on the ground electrodes’ dynamic behavior. As it is gener-
ally known, impulse performance of ground electrodes depends
mostly on three categories of factors, related to

• ground electrodes’ geometry;
• soil’s electrical properties;
• lightning current waveform properties.
Related to the latter, the main influence has
• current intensity;
• current pulse front time.
Different approaches have been used in the literature to de-

rive simple formulas for the grounding impulse parameters, for
example, based on experimental methods [42], [43], and simpli-
fied circuit analysis [1], [22], [41]. However, the latter are based
on the quasi-static approximation, which constrains the appli-
cability to slow fronted pulses. As a consequence, it has been
shown in [52] that commonly used formulas in [1], [41], are
not applicable for front times less that 1- . In addition, pre-
vious approaches use unrealistic lightning current waveforms
approximated by cosine [41] or exponential functions [43] that
are characterized by a convex wave front with a maximum cur-
rent derivative at .

This paper improves the analysis in the following two im-
portant points. First, it applies the full-wave analysis method
applicable for both slow and very fast fronted lightning current
pulses based on the rigorous electromagnetic field theory ap-
proach [32]–[35]. This analytical method is considered as the
most accurate since it is based on least neglects in comparison to
the methods based on transmission line and circuit theory [45],
[46]. The results by this method have been validated by com-
parison with experimental results, especially with the extensive
set of field measurements performed during nearly 30 years by
the Électricité de France, [11], [12], [47] (for example in [35]
and [48]). Another advantage of the electromagnetic over cir-
cuit methods is that it takes rigorously into account the electro-
magnetic interactions between elements of the ground electrode
arrangements.
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Secondly, realistic lightning current pulse waveforms [49],
[50] are used, which reproduce the observed concave rising por-
tion of typical recorded lightning current pulses [51].

Such improved analysis led to new simple formulas for the
impulse coefficient and the ground electrode effective length ap-
plicable for both slow and fast fronted lightning current pulses.
The new formulas are compared with similar published by other
authors and with experimental results. A numerical example is
added that illustrates its practical use.

In this paper the influence of the high current intensity that
practically improves the impulse grounding performance is not
taken into account, which is an approach adopted by many re-
searchers, for example, [10], [22], [26], [27], [29], [30]. In case of
high lightning currents the electric field at the ground electrodes
may become larger than the electric strength of the soil, resulting
in breakdown and sparks discharge. This usually improves the
grounding performance, especially in less conductive soil. There
is no consensus on the simple formulas that take into account the
influence of this complex and irregular process, since they are
constrained by the necessary underlying simplifications and as-
sumptions [44]. For example, the traditional model [54] assumes
uniform ionization in a volume around ground electrode in which
resistivity of the soil reach the resistivity of the electrode con-
ductor. Recent models include effects of measured residual re-
sistivity of the soil in the ionized region [44] and observed effects
of discrete breakdowns and filamentary arc paths [16]. However,
it is also a matter of discussion if a single value of the critical elec-
tric field can be assumed for all types and conditions of the soil,
since values in the range of 70–2700 kV/m have been reported,
for example, [15], [56], [57].

The neglect of the soil ionization effects in this paper leads
to the conservative upper bound of the impulse grounding re-
sistance. Although the influence of the current intensity is not
taken into account, if desired, it can be simply added to the new
formulas by reduction factors developed by other authors, for
example in [1] and [43].

II. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF GROUND ELECTRODES

The dynamic behavior of ground electrodes can be visually
analyzed by computer animation using dedicated software [58].
Fig. 1 shows snapshots at 6 moments of time ( - ,
0.5- , 1- , 5- , 10- and 50- ) of the potential pulse prop-
agation along a 60-m horizontal wire when a current pulse is
injected in the wire’s left end.1 Fig. 1 shows the influence of
the soil resistivity for the three cases: a) - ; b)

- ; and c) - . In these and all other ex-
amples in this paper a median value of the soil’s relative permit-
tivity is adopted. The analysis in the paper is focused
on the dominant influence of the soil resistivity, which is also
an approach adopted in other simple formulas for the dynamic
grounding characteristics [1], [22], [41]–[43]. In all cases, the
injected current pulse is with peak value - , zero-to
peak time - , and half-width - .

As it is generally known [8], due to the limited velocity of
pulse propagation along the ground electrode, in the first mo-

1In this and all other examples in the paper, the influence of the current inten-
sity on the dynamic behavior is disregarded.

Fig. 1. Potential pulse propagation along 60-m horizontal ground wire when
a current pulse, � � �-��, � �� � �-�����-��, is injected in wire’s left
end.

ments the current is dispersed into the ground through a small
part of the electrode near the feed point, which leads to high
values of conductor potential there. Such velocity is not uniform
since it reduces with time [8].

The resistivity of the soil has large influence on the pulse
propagation. It can be seen that in high conductive soil with

- , Fig. 1(a), the average pulse propagation velocity
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Fig. 2. Influence of the slow fronted current pulse with � � �-�� on potential
pulse propagation along 60-m horizontal ground wire.

in the first 0.5- is very low, about 0.05 c (where is speed
of light). In case of soil with - , Fig. 1(b), such
velocity is about 0.15 c, and in high resistive soil, - ,
Fig. 1(c), it is much higher, about 0.33 c.

Two periods can be distinguished: the first one before the
pulse has reached the other end of the wire, characterized by an
uneven potential distribution along the wire, and the second one
shortly after the pulse has reached the other end of the wire, the
latter characterized by a nearly equipotential distribution typical
for low frequencies. We refer to the first period as a fast transient
period and to the second period as a slow transient period.

The duration of the fast transient period depends on the pulse
propagation velocity and the electrode length. For the 60-m wire
in case of high conductive soil with - , Fig. 1(a), the
duration of the fast transient period is about 50- , in the case of

- , Fig. 1(b), it is about 15- , and in high resistive
soil, with - , Fig. 1(c), it is much smaller, about
5- .

The potential at the feed point reaches its peak value at about
- in all three cases in Fig. 1. After that the values

of the potential are gradually reduced to their low frequency
values. The maximal deviation of the potential at the feed point
from its low frequency value is highest in high conductive soil.
In the case in Fig. 1(a) with - , the potential peak
value is about 11 times higher that at low frequencies. In the
case of - , Fig. 1(b), it is about 5 times higher, and in
high resistive soil, - , Fig. 1(c), only about 2 times
higher. This trend is increased for longer conductors. Therefore,
it appears that long ground electrodes in conductive soil, have
worst impulse performance, but it should be emphasized that it
is only relative to their very good low frequency performance.

It should be also emphasized that the deviation from the low
frequency behavior lasts only during the fast transient period,
which might be very short, especially in low conductive soil.
After that, during the slow transient period, the groundings’
behavior is practically equivalent to the low frequency perfor-
mance.

Fig. 2 shows the influence of the slow fronted current pulse.
Here, the pulse is with zero-to-peak time - . This

figure should be compared with Fig. 1(b) since in both cases
the soil has the same resistivity, - . The velocity of
the pulse propagation is the same in both cases. However, the
faster fronted current pulse in Fig. 1(b) results in larger poten-
tials at feed point in the first moments because larger currents
are forced to disperse into the ground through small parts of the
electrode.

These examples illustrate the importance of the potential at
feed point that characterizes the dynamic performance. How-
ever, they also indicate that the duration of the fast transient pe-
riod is very important since all dynamic characteristics are re-
lated only to this period.

III. QUANTITIES THAT CHARACTERIZE THE DYNAMIC

BEHAVIOR OF GROUND ELECTRODES

There is no consensus in the literature on the designations
and definitions of the quantities used to characterize the dy-
namic behavior of ground electrodes [52]. Furthermore, dif-
ferent methods and underlying assumptions make difficult the
comparisons between the results.

One of the main objectives of the quantities that characterize
the grounding dynamic behavior is to determine the deviation
of the dynamic from the low frequency performance. The basic
quantity that characterizes the low frequency performance is the
low frequency resistance defined as

• , where is the voltage between the feed point
at the grounding system and the point at remote neutral
ground and is the injected current. For typical grounding
systems is practically equal to the electric potential with
a reference point at the remote neutral ground [38]. It is
important to emphasize that the low frequency resistance

also characterizes the performance in the slow transient
period, which is usually a larger part of the total lightning
stroke duration.

The following definitions of the impulse characteristics are
adopted in this paper:

• Transient impedance: , where is elec-
tric scalar potential at the feed point in reference to remote
neutral ground and is the injected current pulse.

• Impulse impedance: , where is the peak
value of the potential pulse and is the peak value
of the injected current pulse .

• Impulse coefficient: , where is the impulse
impedance and is the low frequency resistance.

• Effective length: is the maximal length of the ground
electrode for which the impulse coefficient is equal to
one, and above which the impulse coefficient is larger
than one.

• Duration of the fast transient period—time when the tran-
sient impedance reach the value of the low frequency re-
sistance.

It is worth noting that above quantities are traditionally
coined as “impedances” [2], [22], or as “resistances” [9],
[14], [43], often with quite different definitions, for example:

—where is current at the time of voltage
peak in [16]; —where is voltage at the
time of current peak in [9]; —where and are
measured at in [56].
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Fig. 3. (a) First and subsequent return stroke current waveforms (adapted from
[49]) and (b) their frequency spectrum.

In addition the harmonic impedance is very useful in transient
analysis [11], [28]. It does not depend on the excitation and it
depends solely on geometry and electromagnetic characteristics
of the ground electrodes and the medium.

• Harmonic impedance: , where
and are phasors of the steady state harmonic

electric potential at the feed point in reference to the re-
mote neutral ground and the injected current, respectively,
in a frequency range from 0-Hz up to the highest frequency
of interest in transient studies.

IV. ADOPTED LIGHTNING CURRENT WAVEFORMS OF

TYPICAL FIRST AND SUBSEQUENT STROKE

In this study we have used two lightning current waveforms
corresponding to the typical first and subsequent return strokes,
based on observations of Berger et al. [51], according to [49]
and [5], Fig. 3(a).

The current waveforms are chosen by Rachidi et al. [49] to
fit typical experimental data and are reproduced by means of a
sum of Heidler’s functions [50]

(1)
where is the amplitude of the current pulse; is the front time
constant; is the decay time constant; is exponent having
values between 2 to 10; and is the amplitude correction factor.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE TWO HEIDLER’S FUNCTIONS USED TO REPRODUCE THE

LIGHTNING CURRENT WAVEFORMS IN FIG. 3(A)

Fig. 4. Amplitude of the harmonic grounding impedance of a 12-m vertical
rod.

The first stroke waveform is reproduced by one and subse-
quent stroke by a sum of two Heidler’s functions with parame-
ters given in Table I [49].

The first return-stroke current pulse is characterized by a
peak value of 30 kA, zero-to-peak time of about 8- and a max-
imum steepness of 12 , whereas the subsequent return
stroke current has a peak value of 12 kA, zero-to-peak time of
about 0.8- and a maximum steepness of 40 .

Fig. 3(b) presents the frequency spectrum, that is, the mag-
nitude of the Fourier transform of the typical lightning current
waveforms. It is clear that subsequent stroke, which has larger
rate of rise of the front, has higher frequency content in compar-
ison with the first stroke.

V. INFLUENCE OF THE CURRENT PULSE FRONT TIME

ON THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

We consider a 12-m long vertical rod constructed of copper
with 0.7-cm radius in earth with 100- resistivity and relative
permittivity of 10. Fig. 4 shows the magnitude of the harmonic
impedance. The harmonic impedance is frequency inde-
pendent and equal to the low frequency resistance to ground,

- , in the low frequency (LF) range up to a frequency
of about 100 kHz. In the high frequency (HF) range it exhibits
inductive behavior and its value becomes larger than (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5(a) shows the first stroke lightning current pulse
injected in the same vertical rod, and the response to this
excitation: the potential at the feed point , and the transient
impedance . The potential may be interpreted as a
response to the excitation passed through a “filter” with
a frequency characteristic given by the harmonic impedance

in Fig. 4. The first stroke current pulse , does not
have enough frequency content in the HF range (above about
100 kHz), and consequently is not affected by the HF inductive
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Fig. 5. Lightning current pulse ����, transient potential at feed point ���� and
ground impedance of 12-m ground rod. (a) Response to typical first stroke cur-
rent pulse. (b) Response to typical subsequent stroke current pulse.

part of (Fig. 4). The response is substantially determined
by the frequency independent part of equal to the LF
resistance (Fig. 4). As a result, the potential pulse waveform

, is not significantly modified in comparison to the current
pulse waveform and their maximums occur at the same
time [Fig. 5(a)]. Although the transient impedance goes
very fast to some high value (larger than 50- ) it quickly settles
to the LF resistance value - . This determines the
duration of the fast transient period to about 3- . Therefore,
after , that is, in the slow transient period the behavior
is determined solely by the LF resistance . As a result, the
impulse impedance is equal to the low frequency resistance

, and the impulse coefficient is equal to one.
For the subsequent stroke current pulse injected in the same

vertical rod (Fig. 4) the situation is different, Fig. 5(b). The sub-
sequent stroke current pulse has much steeper front than the first
stroke. As a result, it has significant frequency content above
100-kHz and therefore the response is influenced by the HF in-
ductive part of the (Fig. 4). The “filter” amplifies the HF
components of the current pulse, which results in a large peak

[Fig. 5(b)] of the transient potential . Typically for in-
ductive behavior, the voltage pulse precedes the current pulse.
This causes larger value of the impulse impedance, - ,
than the low frequency resistance, - , and the impulse
coefficient of about 1.5. The transient impedance simi-
larly to the case of the first stroke [Fig. 5(a)] rises very rapidly
to a high value (of about 47- ), but also quickly (in about 1- )
settles to values near the low frequency value - .

Fig. 6. Low-frequency ground resistance � and impulse impedance � of ver-
tical ground electrode with lengths from 3 to 30-m, earth resistivity: 10, 100, and
1000-�� and first and subsequent stroke lighting current waveforms [Fig. 3(a)].

Therefore, the fast transient period lasts only about 1- . After
that the slow transient behavior is determined solely by the LF
resistance .

The examples in Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the fact that HF in-
ductive behavior of the grounding might result in large peaks of
the transient potential at the feed point in cases when the light-
ning current pulses have enough high frequency content to be
influenced by such inductive behavior.

VI. IMPULSE IMPEDANCE AND EFFECTIVE LENGTH

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of the LF ground resis-
tance and the impulse impedance of the vertical ground
electrode with lengths in a range from 3-m to 30-m in earth
with resistivity: 10- , 100- , and 1000- and for light-
ning current waveforms related to the first and the subsequent
strokes [Fig. 3(a)].

The impulse impedance of ground electrodes with smaller
length is equal to the LF ground resistance, that is, the impulse
coefficient is equal to one. The impulse impedance decreases
with increase of electrode length, but at a certain length it be-
comes constant, while the LF resistance continues to decrease
resulting in impulse coefficient larger than one. Therefore, only
a certain electrode length is effective in controlling the impulse
impedance, which is referred as effective length . So the ef-
fective length can be defined as a maximal electrode length
for which the impulse coefficient is equal to one. The effective
length is larger for more resistive earth and slow fronted currents
pulses, such as the first stroke current pulse. Similar trends have
been observed elsewhere, for example in [41].

The meaning of the effective length is illustrated also
in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 shows the potential at feed point of the
ground electrodes with different lengths in soil with resistivity

- for the subsequent stroke lightning current wave-
form injected in the electrodes’ end. The effective length can be
estimated as about - . Shorter electrodes then
have resistive behavior. As a result, the potential and the current
waveforms are practically identical, the impulse impedance is
equal to , and impulse coefficient is equal to one.
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Fig. 7. Influence of the ground electrode length on the potential at feed point.

Fig. 8. Impulse coefficients of a single vertical ground electrode.

For longer electrodes than , due to the influence of the
inductive behavior, the potential pulse is modified with a char-
acteristic peak that is independent of the electrodes’ length.
Although remains constant, differences between and the
potential in the slow transient period, which is equivalent to the
LF potential, are becoming larger with longer electrodes. As a
result, although the performance in the slow transient period is
better, the performance in the fast transient period remains the
same. As a result, the impulse impedance is larger that and
impulse coefficient is larger that one. Therefore, larger values
of the impulse coefficient do not automatically mean that the
performance is worse, since they may be a result of low values
of . As a conclusion, to get the complete picture the impulse
coefficient, which is a relative quantity, should be always used
in combination with the low frequency resistivity .

VII. IMPULSE COEFFICIENT OF A SINGLE VERTICAL AND

HORIZONTAL ELECTRODE

The impulse coefficient of a single vertical and horizontal
ground electrode as a function of the electrode length is illus-
trated in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.

Different cases are illustrated for earth resistance values of 10,
100, and 1000- and for the first and subsequent stroke cur-
rent pulses. Impulse performance is worse for longer electrodes
in better conductive earth and for faster fronted pulses, such as
subsequent strokes. Horizontal electrodes are slightly less effec-
tive at power frequency in comparison to vertical ones, but have

Fig. 9. Impulse coefficients of a single horizontal ground electrode.

TABLE II
VALUES OF � AND � IN (1) FOR A SINGLE VERTICAL GROUND ELECTRODE

better impulse efficiency; however, both exhibit very similar be-
haviors. Taking into account necessary simplifications, results in
Fig. 8 for the impulse coefficient of a vertical ground electrode
can be used also as a conservative estimate of the impulse coef-
ficient of horizontal electrodes.

When the electrode length is less or equal than then the
impulse coefficient is equal to one

(2)

For lengths equal and larger than the effective length, depen-
dence of the impulse coefficient on the electrode length is
nearly linear and may be approximated with a line

(3)

where is in meters.
The effective length may be determined for

(4)

All dependences of the impulse coefficient for the cases
illustrated in Fig. 8 may be approximated with three lines (3)
with parameters given in Table II. The impulse coefficient for
the both vertical and horizontal ground electrode for the first
stroke in earth with resistivity 1000 may be approximated
with .

The coefficients and can be approximated by the fol-
lowing formulas for other values of the earth resistivity , in

, and zero-to-peak time of the lightning current pulse , in
, (Fig. 10)

(5)

(6)
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Fig. 10. Approximation of coefficients � (5) and � (6). The abscissa axis in-
dicates product of the earth resistivity � in �� and zero-to-peak time of the
lightning current pulse � in ��.

All results are for 0.7-cm electrode radius and 1-m depth of
burial of the horizontal electrode, but since the results does not
significantly depend on these parameters, formulas (2)–(6) can
be used for a first approximation of other similar practically im-
portant cases.

VIII. IMPULSE EFFICIENCY OF SOME TYPICAL GROUND

ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENTS

Multiple ground electrode arrangements improve the low-fre-
quency ground resistance, but they also improve the impulse ef-
ficiency. The simulation results for several typical ground elec-
trode arrangements illustrated in the first column of the Table III
indicate very similar linear functions for the impulse coefficient
as in Figs. 8 and 9, only the values are reduced by extents given
in the Table III. The length given in the first column of
the Table III can be applied in (3), and the reduction factors in
the second column of the Table III should be applied to both
and , which yields the impulse coefficient (3) and the effec-
tive length (4). In addition, also impulse impedance and max-
imal transient ground potential rise can be obtained by formulas
given in Part III of this paper. A numerical example of the ap-
plication of above formulas is given in Appendix B.

It should be noted, however, that this is the conservative upper
bound of the dynamic characteristics. Their reduction due to the
soil ionization can be estimated, if desired, by reduction factors
by other authors, for example [1] and [43].

It should be also emphasized that above mentioned dynamic
characteristics are related to the fast transient period only. After
that, in the slow transient period, the performance of the ground
electrodes is practically identical with the low frequency perfor-
mance and is characterized by low frequency grounding resis-
tance .

IX. RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK

Formulas for impulse coefficient and effective length, when
the soil ionization is neglected, have been given by Gupta and
Thapar in [41], that is, for the effective length

(7)

TABLE III
REDUCTION FACTOR OF THE IMPULSE COEFFICIENT FOR MULTIPLE VERTICAL

GROUND ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENTS

and for the impulse coefficient

(8)

However, it has to be noted that the current pulse in [41]
has been approximated with a cosine function that has unreal-
istic convex front and a maximum current derivative at .
The comparison between the impulse coefficient obtained by (8)
from [41] and the method proposed in this paper for a horizontal
ground electrode is given in Fig. 11. Values for of 8.38
and 0.835 are used in (5) and (6) for the first and subsequent
stroke current pulses, respectively.

The comparison reveals agreement between the methods in
more resistive earth and for smaller ground electrode lengths. In
less resistive earth, for longer ground electrode, and for smaller
zero-to-peak times of the lightning current pulses formulas in
[41] greatly overestimate the impulse coefficient in comparison
with the formula proposed in this paper.

X. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Fig. 12 shows the oscillograms of the recorded current pulse
injected at the end point of 14-m long horizontal ground wire
and transient voltage to remote ground at the same point during
field measurements performed by the Électricité de France [47].
This is one of rare results available in the literature with current
waveform related to typical subsequent stroke. The electrode
was constructed of a 116- copper wire buried at 0.6-m
depth in soil with resistivity 70- and relative permittivity
15. This experimental result has been previously compared with
simulation results based on the electromagnetic field theory ap-
proach [48] (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11. Comparison between formulas for the impulse coefficient of horizontal
ground electrode based on [41] and proposed in this paper. (a) First stroke. (b)
Subsequent stroke.

Fig. 12. Measurement and simulation of transient voltages to remote ground at
the beginning point of 15 m long horizontal wire.

Recorded current and voltage pulses have maximums,
and , respectively, which determines value of

the impulse impedance . Since the ground resistance
is , the measured impulse coefficient is .

The result of the application of the proposed formulas (2)–(6)
for the impulse coefficient is , which is consistent with
the measurements.

On the other hand, application of the formulas [41] (5)–(6)
gives the result for the impulse coefficient .

XI. CONCLUSIONS

1) Inductive phenomena effectively oppose discharge of fast
fronted lightning current pulses through the ground elec-
trodes into the earth. In many cases, longer electrodes es-
pecially in better conductive soil exhibit resistive behavior
in the low frequency range and inductive behavior in the
high frequency range (often above 100 kHz). When fast
fronted lightning current waveform have significant fre-
quency content in such high frequency range, grounding
performance degrades during the rising portion of the cur-
rent pulse in comparison to the power frequency perfor-
mance.

2) So-called Heidler functions derived to fit experimental data
from Berger [51] are used to approximate two lightning
current waveforms corresponding, respectively, to typical
first and subsequent return strokes, which reproduce the
observed concave rising portion of a current waveform
front.

3) Simple formula for the impulse coefficient of single ver-
tical and horizontal ground electrodes is deducted from
simulation results by a sophisticated computerized method
based on the electromagnetic field theory approach [35],
which has been previously validated by comparison with
experiments.

4) The impulse coefficient is approximated as a linear func-
tion of the electrode length for given values of soil resis-
tivity and the current pulse zero-to peak time. Coefficients
of the linear functions are approximated for wide range of
parameters.

5) The formula is extended for several typical ground elec-
trode arrangements and can be used for a first estimate
of the dynamic characteristics of interest in practical de-
sign. A simple procedure is given for evaluation of other
dynamic characteristics such as: effective length, impulse
impedance, and maximal transient ground potential rise.

6) Comparison with previous formulas in [42] reveals agree-
ment between the methods in more resistive earth and for
smaller ground electrode lengths. In less resistive earth,
for longer ground electrode, and for smaller zero-to-peak
times of the lightning current pulses formulas in [42]
greatly overestimate the impulse coefficient in comparison
with the formula proposed in this paper.

7) The nonlinear phenomena related to the high current ion-
ization of the soil that effectively improve the grounding
transient performance are disregarded. In view of all other
necessary assumptions, this might be considered as an ap-
proximation on the ’safe’ side. Therefore, proposed for-
mulas determine the conservative upper bound of the dy-
namic characteristics.

8) Above mentioned dynamic characteristics are related to
the fast transient period only, which for example in high
resistive soil lasts only the first few microseconds. After
that, in the slow transient period, the performance of the
ground electrodes is practically identical with the low fre-
quency performance and is characterized by low frequency
grounding resistance .
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APPENDIX A
FORMULAS FOR LOW FREQUENCY GROUND RESISTANCE OF

THE ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENTS IN TABLE III

In this Appendix, formulas for low frequency resistance for
the ground electrode arrangements in Table III are given based
on [6]. Similar formulas can be found elsewhere [61], [62]

(A1-1)

(A1-2)

(A1-3)

(A1-4)

(A1-5)

(A1-6)

where is ground electrode radius, is distance between ver-
tical ground electrodes, and is depth of burial of horizontal
electrodes, all in meters. Also here, is in ohms and is in
ohm-meters

APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

As an example, we consider a horizontal four-star electrode
arrangement with - long arms with radius of electrodes
7-mm and depth of burial 0.8-m in soil with resistivity 200- .
Considered strokes have current pulse waveforms as in Fig. 3(a),
but have peak values 100-kA for the first stoke and 30-kA for
the subsequent stroke.

The coefficients related to the first stroke and , and
the subsequent strokes and are (5) and (6)

The effective lengths for the first stroke and the subse-
quent stroke are (4)

Since for the first stroke then the corresponding
impulse coefficient . For the subsequent stoke

and the impulse coefficient is (3):

Ground resistivity is (A1-6)

The impulse impedances for the first and subsequent stroke
are

Finally, the maximal transient ground potential rise for the
first and subsequent stroke is
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